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“We know much about the capacities and limitations
of cities, but we need to wake up the city to
her ‘knowing capacities’ as a living system.”
Marilyn Hamilton

Introduction

the knowing field

Constellator Diana Douglas and City
Evolutionist Marilyn Hamilton met
15 years ago, in the field of enquiry
created by the Institute of Noetic
Sciences (IONS) Vancouver Community
Group. At the time, Diana was an adult
educator, book editor and publisher
and Marilyn was an organisation
developer. IONS was started in 1973
by Edgar Mitchell, American astronaut
(Apollo 14) and sixth man on the
moon (Mitchell & Williams, 2001). On
his way back to earth, Mitchell had
an awakening experience – a shift in
consciousness where he realised that
there was more to life than what we
know through our five senses. Mitchell
started IONS in order to explore
the nature of consciousness and
psychic phenomena using scientific
methods. By the time Marilyn and
Diana met in the 1990s, IONS had
developed research and educational
programmes and community groups
around the world. Vancouver had a
particularly lively community group
and we experimented with many of
the processes that are now standard
practice in Organisational Development
and Consulting. Here we experimented
with the work of Rupert Sheldrake
and morphic fields, Amit Goswami
and quantum fields, Meg Wheatley
and World Café and so much more.
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In the early 2000s Marilyn brought
Don Beck and Spiral Dynamics
integral (SDi) training to Canada
and Diana participated in this
training. Based on the work of
Clare Graves, updated by Beck and
Cowan (Beck & Cowan, 1996) with
variations encompassing Hellinger’s
Constellation work (Beck, 2002),
SDi is the mapping of the evolution

of human consciousness through
time. It was in this field that Diana
and Marilyn forged their relationship
– like minds and hearts wanting to
explore the outer edges of human
consciousness through creativity,
spirituality and self-organising systems.

Systemic Constellation Work
While Marilyn was developing her own
integrated work leading to Integral
City, Diana moved from Vancouver to
Ottawa, and in starting a new stage
in her work life, was introduced to
Systemic Constellation Work. She
trained as a family constellations
facilitator and more recently has
expanded to organisational and
social/collective constellations. She
finds that being a constellations
facilitator has allowed her to integrate
her many careers and interests,
including counsellor, artist, educator,
spiritual guide (Douglas. 2012).
Systemic Constellation Work – originally
called Family Constellation Work and
founded by Bert Hellinger – can be
described in many ways. For Diana, it
is a perspective – viewing problems,
issues, conflicts, entanglements
from a systemic perspective,
whether it be: individuals, families,
organisations, or larger collectives. It
is also a body of knowledge gathered
phenomenologically from trainers and
facilitators doing constellations with
thousands of people and organisations
from around the world. It is an
experiential process, some would call a
tool or method that has been and can
be integrated with many other ways of
working. It is a way to embody energy
and information so that it can be made

visible. Systemic Constellation Work
is a change process. Constellations
reveal hidden dynamics – the inner
images, behaviours, challenges,
and opportunities that exist below
our conscious awareness. Once
‘what is’ is acknowledged, genuine
movements (changes) can be
made, sometimes immediately and
sometimes over time. And finally,
Systemic Constellation Work is a
growing and evolving world-wide
community of constellators/facilitators
who are applying the experiential
process to an infinite number of issues
and on multiple scales, including
individuals, families, organisations
and collective groups like cities.

Integral Cities
Marilyn has spring-boarded her
interests in community engagement
through PhD studies on Learning and
Leadership in Self-Organising Online
Community Systems. She discovered
in that process Ken Wilber’s Integral
Model, learning how to map capacity
development in individuals, groups
and whole community systems.
Marilyn has since combined the integral
work of Spiral Dynamics, Bert Hellinger,
Erwin Laszlo, Rupert Sheldrake (Beck,
2002; Beck & Cowan, 1996; Laszlo,
2004, 2006; Wilber, 1995, 2006, 2007)
and other integrally-informed global
visionaries into a new paradigm for
understanding the city (in the context
of a Planet of Cities) as a living human
system, with consciousness and
culture at its core and a morphic field
as its evolutionary legacy (Hamilton
& Sanders, 2012a, 2012b).
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loops for Navigational direction
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Contexts: Ecospherical,
Emergent, Integral, Living
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Expresses Evolutionary Intelligence

An Integral City meshworks
evolutionary intelligences2 to think
about, act in, relate to and work
towards creating the healthy city of
the future as the process of creating
the Human Hive. We view an Integral
City, with a systems thinking level of
awareness through four quadrants
– which has become Map 1 of the
Integral City (see Fig.1). In turn, we
have translated these quadrants
into the four voices of the city:
UL: City-zen
LL: Civil Society
UR: City Manager
LR: Business

Knowing Cities Collaboration
Appreciating their connection over
these years, Diana and Marilyn have
found that Systemic Constellation
Work is a playground for sharing their
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the knowing field

An Integral City integrates qualities
that create optimal conditions for
human innovation and emergence
and eco-regional resilience. It
has 12 Intelligences (as noted in
italics in the description below):

ITS=

Intersubjective

Interobjective

Cultural

Social

Fig. 1: Integral City Map 1: 4 Quadrants

mutual interests in maps and mapping,
exploration and experimentation,
seeing the previously invisible/
unknown and finding its practical
application for real-world issues.
This is a story of how Marilyn and
Diana have woven together the fields
of systemic constellations and Integral
City evolutionary intelligences.

Constellator commentary on
the use of technology:
How Diana works via phone or skype:
Diana emails a chart of a clock face
divided into quadrants. She asks the
client to print out this chart and during
the session it is placed in the centre
of the space in which the client will
be working. The client then creates a
larger circle – either energetically or
by using masking tape – so that the
space is outlined with a large circle
that is divided into quadrants. This
is a representation of the Knowing
Field (KF). Diana has a copy of the
chart at hand. When the client places
the representatives in her space –

for example ‘on the axis between 9
and 3, closer to the centre’ – Diana
marks her chart so she can see the
image the client has created.
When doing one-on-one sessions,
Diana invites the client to stand in
the place of all the representatives.
She rarely stands as a representative,
finding the client benefits by
experiencing all the energies herself.

Constellation Sessions:
Example 1
Recently Marilyn has participated in
several constellations (as a co-sponsor,
representative and participant),
using Systemic Constellation Work
at the city scale, with significant
guidance from European constellators,
but especially with Diana.
These experiments have addressed
issues such as: how an electoral
candidate could approach a city
election; the role of organisations in
the world; how four generations can
relate to each other in the city; and
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Knowing Cities workshop in Amsterdam (L to R: Marilyn Hamilton, Tatiana Glad and Diana Claire Douglas).

the knowing field

how to design a visioning workshop
for a multi-stakeholder city group
(called a citizens’ observatory).
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Marilyn was invited by the citizen
observatory of a large Mexican city
to bring her Integral City work to their
city. In preparation for her workshop
in Mexico, she asked and received
permission from her Mexican sponsor
for her to do a constellation process
to learn about his city prior to her first
visit. Working with Diana at a distance
(on skype), Marilyn was asked to state
her issue or sponsoring question:
“How can I catalyse the city’s field of
well-being?” Consciously working in
the Knowing Field, Diana suggested a
number of elements: the Spirit of the
City, historical traumas, well-being,
Marilyn’s sponsor and Marilyn. Marilyn
also added some elements. Informed
by the Integral City four quadrant
framework (as outlined above), Marilyn
selected elements from the four ‘voices’
of the city: city-zens, city managers,
civil society and business, as well as
the city’s purpose and symbol, angelic
realms and victim/tyrant shadows.

Marilyn had left the
constellation set up
in her home office
while she travelled
to Mexico. Both
she and Diana
wonder whether this
increased the field
activity, its strength
and its impact on
the outcome of her
time in Mexico.
Two sessions were needed for this
process. In the first session, Marilyn
was outside the circle/Knowing Field
and feeling pulled from behind by a
force, away from the Spirit of the City.
When Marilyn stood as the force it
became clear that this was a resource
for her work in this city. The movement

was for Marilyn to slowly walk towards
the Spirit of the City (located in the
Knowing Field at 12 o’clock). She was
able to do so and hear from the Spirit
of the City that she was welcomed
and they wanted to receive her gifts.
For the continuation of the constellation
two days later, the issue was to look
at Marilyn’s relationship with the
energies in the city itself and place
these energies in the Knowing Field.
So Marilyn found the place in the
field for representatives for victims,
tyrants, Spirit of the City, well-being,
the sponsor, Marilyn and Love. Guided
by the Knowing Field, Diana suggested
that indigenous people and devas
from the earth realms be added.
In this first image, the victims were in
the centre of the field and “everyone
else needed to go through the victims
in order to connect.” There was
also a split in power between the
earthly and spirit realms. To find a
new image, the experiment was to
see if there could be reconciliation
between victims and tyrants which
would create a field of well-being.
Through both the use of Marilyn’s

Commentary on the constellation:
Marilyn had left the constellation
set up in her home office while she
travelled to Mexico. Both she and Diana
wonder whether this increased the field
activity, its strength, and its impact on
the outcome of her time in Mexico.
After the first session Marilyn felt
that she was opened up to seeing
herself and her role working with cities
differently from what she had before. “It
opened me up to seeing myself not just
as a catalyst but as a ‘city intuitive’.”
Marilyn was surprised when Diana
interjected other representatives,
including indigenous peoples and
the earth spirits. Marilyn’s greatest
curiosity arose from the role of the
indigenous peoples and the questions
that came through Diana’s guidance.
When Marilyn travelled to the City
on the day prior to the conference,
the devas turned up in the form of
the first rain in several years. On a
tour of the city, unexpectedly the
indigenous people came forward,
offered their gifts and were invited to
the conference. They energised their
symposium partners, identified their
needs for translation and commerce
and with their colourful baskets and
lively presentations, became the turning
point in the success of the conference.
Their strong culture was a surprise
to the citizens’ observatory and a
powerful wake-up call to the city.
In addition to the role of the indigenous
peoples, the Spirit of the City
manifested in the lion statue on the
gateway to the city centre. Marilyn
used this as a symbol for the revival
of the city’s spirit and was invited by
a city designer to work with her to
engage and align multiple stakeholders
to have this come alive. This work is
still ongoing but it has fanned out to
involve the new Mayor, state tourism
and potential private investors.

Constellation session:
Example 2
Constellator Commentary on
the use of technology:
Marilyn engaged Diana to facilitate
a constellation for a project she was
designing and implementing, and asked
if CB, one of her colleagues, could be
a representative in the constellation.
(CB had previously experimented with
Marilyn on using systemic constellation
practices to constellate a workshop
on ‘Generations in the City’.) This
was Diana’s first time facilitating a
three-location constellation: Marilyn
in Abbotsford, BC (Vancouver area),
Diana in Ottawa, and CB in the eastern
US. They started on skype and when
skype failed, continued the process via
teleconference. They all had the clock
charts, Marilyn and CB placing them
in the centre of their own space. Each
of them contributed to acknowledging
the Knowing Field through connecting
with their ancestors, Bert Hellinger
and the facilitators and trainers of
systemic constellation work and the
thousands of constellations that had
been done world-wide, giving them
all the energy and information they
would need for the session. Marilyn
presented her sponsoring question and
CB and Diana clarified the question
with her. All three suggested who
needed to be represented in the
Knowing Field. Marilyn placed the
markers for each representative in the
field and reported to the other two so
they could mark their spaces. Thus,
they were all working with the same
image. Both Marilyn and CB stood on
different markers as representatives
and Diana guided the session by asking
for feedback from each of them.
Diana remains excited by the
possibilities that this experiment – in
three locations where emergence,
complexity and systems co-existed
as part of a trans-local constellation
– opens up possibilities for working
internationally. She believes this
expands the Knowing Field and allows
others to contribute to it in powerful
ways. She found herself more tired than
usual at the end of the constellation,

perhaps because she felt she needed
to energetically expand her field to
encompass the three locations.

The Constellation

the knowing field

feedback and the webcam visuals,
Diana suggested Marilyn experiment
with re-aligning the representatives and
the energies in the field. By the end of
the process, it was clear that Marilyn
had a message to bring to the city.

In 2012 Marilyn produced an
international online conference to
discover a new operating system
for the city3. In preparation for the
planning and teamwork, Marilyn asked
Diana to facilitate a constellation. In
this case, Marilyn, as sponsor, asked
a question related to the success of
the conference in service to Gaia’s
well-being. Once again Diana guided
the process through several rounds
of listening to the representatives
(as Marilyn and CB assumed the
representative roles when they
stood on the elements) and moving
the energies to be more aligned
with the conference intentions.
There was a mini-constellation within
the larger constellation. This was an
intra-psychic constellation where
Marilyn as initiator and designer of the
online conference connected several
parts of herself to be ready for the
conference. The larger constellation
was about seeing and acknowledging
all the forces at play and for Marilyn to
find her place in relationship to these
forces. The most interesting message
that came through the Knowing
Field was that there was a ‘tear in
the fabric’ of the conference field.
We endeavoured to discover where
and what that was – and came very
close without complete confirmation.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the ‘tear in the
fabric’ became evident before, during
and after the conference – and although
it prevented optimal conference
impact, remembering the foretelling
of this shadow, helped to accept its
presence and work around it with
compassion (and radical optimism).

Learnings
What Marilyn has learned from
accessing the Knowing Field is that it
gives her a powerful tool for glimpsing
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the invisible; for noticing the energies at
play in the city; and for honouring key
elements and their voices as she stood
as their representatives. She respects
and delights in the surprising outcomes
that affirm what was revealed by the
Knowing Field. Marilyn has learned that
accessing the Knowing Field supports
the clearing work that she does on a
personal or team scale, by aligning
with the forces within the city field and
accessing the resources available to
her. This has resulted in her expanding
her courage to work in dangerous or
threatening places because the field
is able and willing to disclose threats
and how to ‘aikido’ (gracefully dance
with the energies she encounters) in
her work to protect herself and others
as they shift energies in the city field.

the knowing field

As sponsor of the city constellation
questions, Marilyn has felt empowered
by honouring the Knowing Field. It
has given her confidence in trusting
that the Knowing Field moves her
from fear of the ‘unknown’ to trusting
the ‘knowable’. The identification
of representatives reveals to her
resources – partners and supporters
– that she wouldn’t otherwise have
been aware of. Marilyn has been
rewarded by the participation of team
members in the constellation work,
because they are also empowered
by the engagement and continue to
offer reminders and/or interpretations
and/or revelations as the system of
enquiry unfolds in, with and as them.
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Starting from her Integral perspective,
Marilyn has noticed the very subtle
insights that come from standing as
a representative. Before she steps
into the representative field they are
an object for her to contemplate.
But when she steps into it she finds
her perspective shifts from objective
to subjective. She becomes the
representative field and experiences
their energy and their knowing as
if she were that person or element.
It is important for the facilitator
to guide the disclosures as the
subjective experience isn’t always
easy to articulate or convey. However,
when debriefing the experience,
Marilyn steps back into the objective

Diana remains
excited by the
possibilities that
this experiment –
in three locations
where emergence,
complexity and
systems co-existed
as part of a translocal constellation
– opens up
possibilities
for working
internationally.
perspective with the benefit of having
deeply experienced the subjective
space, place and/or grace of the
representative. This gives her deep
insights that would otherwise not
be available to her.
In discussion, Diana and Marilyn
have learned to differentiate between
the typical uses of the terms ‘client’
versus ‘sponsor’. Marilyn was Diana’s
client and she was the sponsor of the
question on behalf of the city or project.
As constellator, Diana received
affirmation that it was the personal/
family work that was needed first
so that Marilyn (the sponsor), by
preparing and clearing her field,
could allow herself to align with the
elements and forces and become
aware of and thus prepare for the
shadows (potential problems).
For Marilyn, Diana’s use of quadrants
for locating relationships aligned
easily with Marilyn’s use of quadrants
from the Integral City model. For
Diana, the quadrants had no meaning
other than helping her to locate the
representatives since they were
using skype. It was only with this
write-up that Diana realised Marilyn
had given the quadrants meaning!

Diana continues, like many in the
constellations community, to try to
understand and articulate the Knowing
Field. She feels that when she is tuned
into the Knowing Field she is ‘in the
flow’ and in that flow information is
available from many dimensions. She
has found that different information
and energy show themselves with
different clients; elements from what
is often called ‘the invisible’ made
themselves known in these sessions!
Also, the interplay of fields within
fields was strong in this collaboration.
While Marilyn conceptualised the
Knowing Field as the field of the
city or online conference, Diana
understood she was holding a larger,
essentially un-identified space.
Using skype and conference calls
to do constellation sessions, Diana
found the 3-location process powerful
and feels it opens up possibilities
for expanding this work around the
world. She knows it is important
to have back-up; for example, a
teleconference number that everyone
can access, in case skype fails.

What Diana learned as
a constellator shifting to
working at the city scale:
1.

When a request comes to work
at the city scale, remembering
to check whether there is a ‘Yes’
from the Knowing Field and can
I say a genuine ‘Yes’ to it.

2.

Being clear about my intention
in doing this work. This intention
may be different from the client or
sponsor’s intention. (I understand
that Hellinger recommends the
constellator have no intention
– a challenging perspective
for me as a facilitator!).

3.

Becoming comfortable
with working in larger scale
constellations through practice and
linking with others doing ‘collective
and social-issue constellations’ (for
instance Sneh Victoria Schnabel’s
work in chaos constellations

4.

Initially doubting being able to
work at a larger scale, I found
that working with the Knowing
Field is exactly that, no matter
what the scale – personal,
family, city or planet.

5.

Remembering the teachings from
Systemic Constellation Work
and allowing for something new
to emerge. After all, Hellinger
brought this work in by constantly
experimenting, using the
phenomenological approach.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Understanding the multidimensional nature of the Knowing
Field and being willing to work with
my client at their level and in their
language. For example, I knew
that Marilyn had easy access to
the subtle and causal realms so
she was comfortable with seeing
and naming elements from other
realms (i.e. devas or earth spirits).
Remembering to relax into the
chaos point of the constellation.
This is when the facilitator may
have no idea what is happening
and where the constellation is
going. This is often the turningpoint of the constellation!
Opening the client to
‘representative perception’
when working one-on-one and
opening those who are chosen
to be representatives in a group
setting. This is described by some
in the constellations community
as coaching people on how to let
go of their ordinary perception
and drop down into another way
of knowing, allowing access
to the ‘felt sense’ through the
body. For others it is accessing
the ‘intrinsic knowledge’ of
the field of information from
the spatial relationship of the
pattern and the verbal and
non-verbal communication
within the constellation.
Being flexible: As I trained first
in family constellation work and

then expanded to organisational
constellation work, I find it
helpful to be able to move easily
between the family system and the
organisational system. It is also
helpful to be able to either support
the client to find a resolution
or to follow the constellation
process until the client/sponsor
has seen what he or she needs
to see. And, I follow the client’s
lead about talking about the
constellation after it has finished.
As a family constellator I learned
that it is best not to talk about the
process, and yet in organisations
a debrief is often requested.
10. Being resource-full by linking
the client to other resources: For
example, I make suggestions for
grounding the constellation and
for homework (usually an action
step for putting the new image
into practice) by sharing many
processes from my ‘toolkit’.
11. Being aware of the different
meanings we give to the
constellation as the facilitator,
client and representatives. I have
come to see us human beings
as meaning-making beings who
automatically give meaning to what
we experience, both consciously
and unconsciously. Clients will
be doing this and most often, not
speaking about it. Representatives
in a group may be trying hard
to give meaning to what they
are seeing. Constellators may
be limited by their perception
and their training. When do
our interpretations open up the
field to us and when do they
close down the field? How does
this affect what is revealed?

What can Marilyn offer to
coaches and facilitators
for cities about using
Systemic Constellation
Work in their practice?
1.

As a coach, facilitator, catalyst
or meshworker with cities, I

prepare myself to participate
by using practices to clear my
bio-psycho-cultural-social field. I
use 1-2-3 Shadow work (Wilber,
Patten, Leonard, & Morelli, 2006);
Tonglen meditation4; embodied
field clearing (a practice of
‘sweeping’ the subtle energy
field); and Huebl Presencing5.
2.

I come to the systemic
constellation with a ‘draft’ question
and am open to the constellator
helping me to improve it for deeper
access to the Knowing Field.

3.

I am open to the constellator
clearing the space before starting
and work with her/him to do so.

4.

I am comfortable with my
choice/need for the mode of
constellation work: face-toface; online; skype; etc.

5.

I think about who my
representatives might be and
am open to the constellator
suggesting others.

6.

I prepare myself through
contemplation, meditation,
psycho-active material
(like reading, video, audio)
to be in the Unknown.

7.

I am willing to let go of control
and trust the constellator to guide
me in the gross realm and the
subtle/Knowing Field realm.

8.

I hold the results of the systemic
constellation with honour, but
lightly. I know that the effect
of entering the Knowing Field
continues after the constellation:
‘It is not over until it is over’. I
adjust my strategies formulated
before the constellation to reflect
any discoveries I make – but
I also know that my entry into
the Knowing Field has already
changed the Field. So I don’t
need to do anything and field
effects will unfold on their own. I
am prepared to be surprised as
the energies continue to play out
(over days, weeks, months).

the knowing field

and Francesca Mason Boring’s
work in the indigenous field).
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9.

I let go of control to let in the
wisdom of the Knowing Field (see
Step 8). Practising gratitude for
the Knowing Field strengthens my
capacity to simply let in influences
beyond my knowing or control.

Where could we
take this work?

the knowing field

Cities are such complex human
systems, that the normal tools of
map-making, planning and prioritysetting cannot reveal all the dynamics
that occur within it. All those Cultural
Creatives and Integral Practitioners
interested in city sustainability and
resilience, can amplify their service
to the city and the Planet of Cities
by learning Systemic Constellation
Work. This will give them access
to the invisible roots of culture that
are embedded in the city’s Knowing
Field. The city is both a fractal of
family systems and a holarchy of all
human systems – thus it contains all
the morphic resonance from human
shadows and for the realisation
of human potential. Systemic
constellations offer an energetically
empowering technology that embraces
the non-linear, ambiguous, invisible
complexity of the Knowing Field for
all those in service to the evolution
of the city and Planet of Cities.
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Knowing: a way of perceiving
beyond the five senses
Cities: are the largest human
systems yet created.
Cities: include all the
dynamics of individual, family,
organisational and community
systems co-existing in rhythms,
cycles, patterns and fields.
Cities: are collective
expressions of the human
species, like a Human Hive.

Editor’s Note:
This article is based on a workshop
presented by Diana and Marilyn
at the INFOSYON Conference in
Amsterdam, April 2013: ‘Knowing
Cities: The Knowing Field and the
Emergence of Integral City Wellbeing’.

Notes:
1. Meshworking is a process derived from
Meshworking Intelligence, which attracts
the best of two operating systems – one
that self-organises, and the other that
can replicate hierarchical structures – to
create and align complex responsive
structures and systems that flex and flow.
2. Evolutionary Intelligence is the capacity
to transcend and include the intelligences
we currently demonstrate, in order to
allow new intelligences to emerge.

Footnote: Multiple Meanings
of Knowing Cities

3. Access here: http://www.
integralcitycollective.com/fe/27589about-the-conference

When we were first thinking of a title
for our workshop at the INFOSYON
Conference, April 2013 in Amsterdam,
the title ‘Knowing Cities’ emerged.
As we have been writing this article
and planning our workshop, we
realise there are multiple meanings:

4. Tonglen, http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Tonglen

The Knowing Field plus Integral Cities:
Knowing: we can come to
know a city, know about it,
and be guided around it
Knowing: the city itself as
an energetic entity has a
knowing capacity within it

5. Transparent Communication: http://
www.thomashuebl.com/en/approachmethods/transparent-communication.html
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